
Game Set-Up
● All matches shall consist of the best two of three games. Games 1 and 2

are to 21 points and the 3rd game is to 15 points. If both teams reach
the max score, then next point wins

● It is side-out scoring meaning, only the team serving can score.
● Each team will be composed of 2-4 players.
● Each team is permitted two time-out periods of 30 seconds per game.
● When playing the ball, each team is allowed up to three touches before

playing the ball over the net into the opposition's half.
Rules
● You have two service attempts just like in regular volleyball. You may

be no further than 3 feet from the back wall.
● When serving, the ball cannot hit the opponent's back wall or ceiling.

That is considered out and the other team's ball.
● When serving and hitting you can hit the sides of the wall on your side

of the net. The ball cannot hit the opponent's side wall or it is
considered out.

● The service order must be kept throughout the fame.
● Blocker(s) can reach over the net to block, providing the other team has

made its third contact of the ball.
● If a ball is touched on a block, the team still has 3 hits and the blocker

can make any of these hits.
● If on the serve, the ball hits 2 walls, it is considered out. Even if both

walls are on your side, it is not a valid service.
● Opponents cannot block a ball being served. There is no spiking a ball

on a serve. You can spike it once the ball has been hit once after a
serve.

● If playing with three or more people on a team, the person serving or
person who just served is considered in the back row. The people in the
back row cannot spike or block the ball. If they do, it is a fault, and the
other team's ball.

● If the ball touches the other team's side of the ceiling, it is dead and the
other team's ball.

● The ball may hit your side of the ceiling and be played. After hitting the
ceiling, the ball must be hit by a player on your side before it goes over.
If it is not, the play is over and the ball goes to the other team.

● A team can hit the ball off of their own back wall and over the net.



● The ball shall be called out of bounds whenever it hits the opposition’s
back wall or the ceiling.

● Any ball that touches or rebounds off the net may be played again,
unless it was on the serve or 3rd hit.

● A ball passing through the side openings of the net on the 1st or 2nd
contact is replayed.

● Players should not touch any part of the net whilst the ball is in play.
Do so and it shall be called a fault.

● Players are not allowed to hold the ball, lift it, scoop it or carry the ball
and will be called a fault if they do so.

● There is NO jumping off of the walls. If a player jumps off the walls, it
is automatically a dead ball and the other team's point regardless of
who served.

● All players should conduct themselves in a sportsmanlike way.


